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	NAME: Vaksian
	DESCRIPTION: Ripe with rage from the implosion of their own brutal warrior culture, Vaksian are wayward survivors adrift among the Klingon Empire societies. They came from a planet known as K’Shorin (or “The Egg World”) that was destroyed by an inter-clan war 300 years ago. Once a proud & cruel warrior culture known across the stars as savage marauders, they are now a scattered people. They are commonly found in the KDF, day labor crews, or as enforcers. Despite all, they are fiercely loyal to those who earn their trust & will literally die for them. Their most prominent feature is the various sub-dermal plates that send up rough blades through their skin. While not entirely covered with blades, each limb generally has 2-3 long blades on it, a few small spurs on the torso, & their face & scalp has various spikes protruding where a human might have hair.Names: Male: B’Jok, Kredar, Krodissious, Chatter; Female: Trugdiv, Lemker,Postivoian, Melice
	ERA:  2371 & beyond [Shackleton Expanse]
	Text Field 13: "We have a plan to kill everyone we meet." "We dedicate ourselves to personal honor."
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Fitness +2, Insight +1, Presence -1.
	Text Field 8: Vaksian stand at 6'6 with dark green or slate blue skin that cover large sinewy muscles. They can see in dim light suffering no Difficulty penalties for low-light conditions. They have plates of hard bone under their skin. You gain a Resistance of 2. Spiked Skin: Creatures who strike you with an unarmed strike take 1CD damage, Piercing 1. In addition, if a creature ends their turn grappled with you, they take +1CD damage, Piercing 1.
	TALENTS: Vaksian, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Ancient Warrior Culture
	TALENT TEXT 1: Vaksian are an Ancient Warrior race who are raised in these traditions from an early age. You gain 1d20 to your Security rolls. Your unarmed strikes gain +1CD due to the spikes that cover your hands.
	TALENT NAME 2: Short Temper [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 2: Vaksian have a notoriously short temper. During Social Interactions/ Conflicts, you increase the Difficulty by 3 (max. 5) to avoid losing your temper. If successful, the Diff decreases by 1 for each additional roll thereafter.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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